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A COIN-BOX BROADCAST RECEIVER IN PARIS

In some of the Parisian cafes, movie houses, hotels, and
other public places are now found "Radio-Automatic"
stations at which any one may listen-in on broadcasting

programs for a few centimes, at times indicated on a

chart hung near the instrument

ments in short-wave radio. He showed ex-

perimentally how the short waves could be

reflected by an "electrical mirror" and sent in

any desired direction, like light waves, and how

easily they might be absorbed. There was

nothing new in these special experiments,
Hertz having done exactly similar ones in his

laboratory thirty-odd years previously, but

the experiments did indicate to the large and
enthusiastic audience how Hertz's laboratory

experiments on short waves might be turned to

practical use. It was evident to every one

that if radio waves could be confined to one

direction, instead of spreading out in all direc-

tions, much less power would be required and
much interference would surely be eliminated.

From a recent interview given by Marconi
to the London press it appears that he has been

applying himself to the problem with very
successful results. Although he did not men-
tion short waves as the means he employed,

reading between the lines of his interview, we
are forced to conclude that such was the case.

"We have transmitted messages up to a dis-

tance of 2,500 miles, not only with much
smaller power, but also far more cheaply than

with the ordinary system of long-distance

wireless," he said. "To send the message

2,500 miles took less power than the ordinary

message from London to Paris. . . ."

Our best wishes are extended to the radio

pioneer in this new field he is developing. We
should ourselves be doing more, in this country,

to open up this unexplored, but very promising,
field of radio transmission.

Radio an Auto Accessory in Jolly Old

England

EVERY
potential buyer of a modern

motor car knows that long list of

"accessories." They bristle all over

the specification; they crop up in the selling

price; but in the car itself they are models

of unobtrusiveness. Some of them are absolute

necessities: a good many of them are not.

Attractive accessories, contrived to add just a

degree more of comfort and convenience for

the user, are constantly being devised by
makers who see in them an additional some-

thing to sell.

It was therefore to be expected that with the

recent rapid development of wireless broad-

casting and the perfection of portable

"listening-in" sets, motor car manufacturers

would soon be considering the adaptability

of yet another luxurious accessory. The

Daimler Company was quick to realize the

possibilities of carrying a portable wireless set

on its cars, and the Marconi Company, doubt-

less with business prospects also in mind, has

combined with it to overcome some of the

technical problems involved.

In October of last year two Daimler landau-

lettes made a reasonably successful experi-

mental run from London to Chelmsford and

back, fitted with an installation which appears
crude in comparison to recent achievements.

Their biggest problem was, of course, the

antenna. As everyone who is interested in

wireless is aware, the height of the antenna

which picks up the transmitting station's

signals has a great bearing upon the ability of

the vacuum tube to produce clear sounds in the

receiver. A traveling motor car is, obviously, no

place for an antenna of more than insignificant

height, so that the first experiments were made
with an ingenious contrivance, shaped rather

like a catherine-wheel, and mounted pivotally
to the roof of the car. This was actuated by a

small hand wheel which rotated the antenna

through a certain number of degrees, and so


